Computational Paninian Grammar (CPG)
Based on Panini's Grammar Based on Panini s Grammar Inspired by inflectionally rich language (Sanskrit) (Sanskrit) A dependency based analysis (Bharati et al. 1995a (Bharati et al. ) 1995a Earlier parsing approaches for Hindi (Bharati et. al, 1993; 1995b; 2002 ) al, 1993 1995b; 2002) CPG (The Basic Framework) Complex linguistic cues can easily be encoded as part of various constraints, , Two-stage parsing lends itself seamlessly to parsing complex sentences by modularizing the task of overall parsing, The problem of label bias faced by the data driven Hindi parsers The problem of label bias faced by the data driven Hindi parsers (Bharati et al., 2008a) for some cases does not arise here as contextually similar entities are disambiguated by tapping in hard to learn features, ,
